Effect of Imidazole Arrangements on Proton-Conductivity in Metal–Organic Frameworks
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ABSTRACT: Imidazole molecules were frequently incorporated into porous materials to improve their proton conductivity. To investigate how different arrangements of imidazoles in metal–organic frameworks (MOFs) affect the overall proton conduction, we designed and prepared a MOF-based model system. It includes an Fe−MOF as the blank, an imidazole@Fe−MOF (Im@Fe−MOF) with physically adsorbed imidazole, and an imidazole−Fe−MOF (Im−Fe−MOF), which contains chemically coordinated imidazole molecules. The parent Fe−MOF, synthesized from the exchange of carboxylates in the preformed [Fe3(µ3-O)][carboxylate]6 clusters and multitopic carboxylate ligands, serves as a control. The Im@Fe−MOF was prepared by encapsulating free imidazole molecules into the pores of the Fe−MOF, whereas the Im−Fe−MOF was obtained in situ, in which imidazole ligands coordinate to the metal nodes of the framework. Proton-conductivity analyses revealed that the proton conductivity of Im−Fe−MOF was approximately two orders of magnitude greater than those of Fe−MOF and Im@Fe−MOF at room temperature. The high proton conductivity of 1.21 × 10−2 S cm−1 at 60 °C for Im−Fe−MOF ranks among the highest performing MOFs ever reported. The results of the density functional theory calculations suggest that coordinated imidazole molecules in Im−Fe−MOF provide a greater concentration of protons for proton transportation than do coordinated water molecules in Fe−MOF alone. Besides, Im−Fe−MOF exhibits steadier performance than Im@Fe−MOF does after being washed with water. Our investigation using the above ideal crystalline model system demonstrates that compared to disorderly arranged imidazole molecules in pores, the immobilized imidazole molecules by coordination bonds in the framework are more prone to form proton-conduction pathways and thus perform better and steadier in water-mediated proton conduction.

INTRODUCTION

As the most promising candidate among fuel cells for transportation applications, proton exchange membrane fuel-cells (PEMFCs) have attracted considerable interest of researchers.1 Within PEMFCs, solid-state proton conductors are a crucial component that should be specifically designed to allow the exclusive diffusion of protons.2 Commercial Nafion membranes for PEMFCs can attain proton conductivities of 10−3–10−2 S cm−1 under 60–80 °C and 98% relative humidity (RH).3 However, the high manufacturing cost of Nafion and its narrow working conditions limit its wide-spread use.4 At the same time, the amorphous nature of Nafion polymers prevents any in-depth investigation of proton-conduction pathways and mechanisms, which make improving its proton conductivity difficult. In response, great effort has been devoted to exploring new inexpensive proton conductors with well-defined structure so as to endow fuel cells with better performance.5 Metal–organic frameworks, as a class of porous and crystalline materials composed of metal ions and organic linkers, have attracted vast attention of researchers in the field of proton conduction.6 The crystalline nature of MOFs allows the precise identification of their structural information to provide useful insights into proton-conduction pathways and mechanisms that are vital to designing new proton conductors. Moreover, the high tunability and designability of MOFs provide a platform for controlling and even improving proton conductivity. Yet, for MOF-based proton conductors, water and wide pH tolerances are crucial factors that should be taken into account preferentially since most reported MOFs easily collapse in those conditions.6b,7 To construct proton-conducting MOFs in which proton donors and acceptors are
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arrayed to build proton pathways, two distinct strategies can be adopted as reported. The first approach involves the introduction of acidic groups into the framework backbones by retaining uncoordinated acid groups or converting the precursor groups into acidic groups with post-synthesis approach.\textsuperscript{6a,8} The second strategy involves the encapsulation of functional guest molecules (e.g., imidazole, triazole, histamine, ammonium cations, or involatile acids) into the pore spaces of MOFs to increase the concentration of protons in the material.\textsuperscript{6d,9} However, it is still ambiguous about how the distribution and arrangement of functional species or groups would affect the proton conduction in MOFs. Systematic analyses and comparisons of how arrangement of functional species or groups affect proton conduction are thus critical for better designing new proton-conducting materials.

In this context, we designed and prepared a MOF-based model system to investigate how functional species affect proton conductivities. We selected imidazole as a typical functional species, given its wide incorporation into various porous materials such as MOFs,\textsuperscript{9b,10} covalent organic frameworks (COFs),\textsuperscript{11} and polymers to improve proton conductivity.\textsuperscript{12} Our model system includes three compounds with the same host framework: Fe$^{3+}$MOF, Im$@$Fe$^{3+}$MOF, and Im$-$Fe$^{3+}$MOF. We built iron MOFs with $[\text{Fe}^{III}L_3(\mu_3-O)]$ nodes as a model framework given iron MOFs typically high stability, and our previous work that has demonstrated their possible preparation with $[\text{Fe}^{II}L_2\text{Fe}^{II}(\mu_3-O)](\text{CH}_3\text{COO})_6(\text{H}_2\text{O})_3$ (hereafter Fe$_3$O(CH$_3$CO$_2$)$_6$) cluster as a starting material.\textsuperscript{13} Besides, three-coordinated water in the building block could be neutrally substituted by imidazole molecules to increase proton concentration of the framework. Proper ligand was also finely selected to ensure that the resulting pores or channels in the framework are large enough to accommodate imidazole, while the distance between the adjacent imidazole molecules would be appropriate for constructing hydrogen-bonding networks. The porous Fe$^{3+}$MOF was synthesized by the reaction between Fe$_3$O$(\text{CH}_3\text{CO}_2)_6$ clusters and multicarboxylic acid ligands. Im$@$Fe$^{3+}$MOF and Im$-$Fe$^{3+}$MOF were obtained via loading imidazole into the pores of the framework and anchoring imidazole to metal nodes by in situ reaction, respectively. These compounds are very stable in water and different pH solutions. Proton conductive analyses indicate that the coordinated imidazole molecules in Im$-$Fe$^{3+}$MOF facilitate the formation of proton-conductive pathway and greatly improve proton conductivity to approximately two orders of magnitude greater than that in Fe$^{3+}$MOF and Im$@$Fe$^{3+}$MOF at room temperature. The conductivity of $1.21 \times 10^{-2}$ S cm$^{-1}$ at 60 °C within Im$-$Fe$^{3+}$MOF is comparable to that of Naion as well as several of the best performing MOF and COF materials under similar conditions.\textsuperscript{6a,9b,14} Additionally, Im$-$Fe$^{3+}$MOF could preserve its high proton conductivity after being washed with water three times, whereas the conductivity of Im$@$Fe$^{3+}$MOF rapidly decreased to the comparable value in Fe$^{3+}$MOF after being washed only once. The results with the MOF-based model system demonstrated that coordinated imidazole molecules in the framework better benefit proton conduction than those of disordered distribution in pores.

## RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Fe$^{3+}$MOF was synthesized by the reaction of Fe$_3$O$(\text{CH}_3\text{CO}_2)_6$ clusters and $[1,1',3',1''$-terphenyl]-4,4'$,S'$-tricarboxylic acid (H$_4$L) ligands under solvothermal condition with acetic acid as the competing reagent. X-ray crystallographic analysis reveals that Fe$^{3+}$MOF crystallizes in the trigonal system with R-3c space group and the asymmetric unit contains one L$^{3+}$ ligand, one and a half Fe ions, a half μ$_3$-O$^{2-}$, and one and a half coordinated H$_2$O molecules (Figure S1). As shown in Figure 1a and b, each L$^{3+}$ ligand in Fe$^{3+}$MOF connects three metal clusters. Six CH$_3$COO$^-$ groups in the precursor cluster were fully substituted by COO$^-$ groups from six different ligands, while three-coordinated H$_2$O molecules were finally reserved (Figure S2). The prime network of Fe$^{3+}$MOF consists of two different types of hollow cages: the smaller cage was formed by six metal clusters connected by ligands with an accessible diameter of about 13.2 Å, while the bigger cage was formed by 12 metal clusters and ligands with an accessible diameter of about 22.1 Å (Figure 1c). Each big cage was surrounded by eight small cages, and such connectivity pattern was repeated infinitely to assemble the 3D framework. The framework exhibits circular 1D channel along the c axis direction with the diameter of about 10.0 Å (Figure S3). The structure of Im$-$Fe$^{3+}$MOF is similar to that of Fe$^{3+}$MOF except that coordinated water molecules in the metal nodes were fully
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substituted by imidazole molecules (Figures 1a,b and S1). Interestingly, the coordinated imidazole molecules in Im−Fe−MOF stretch toward the interior of cage, which further narrow the 1D channel to 5.6 Å viewed along the c axis (Figure S3). Notably, imidazole molecules in the Im−Fe−MOF just neutrally coordinate to replace the sites of water, and hydrogen atom bonded to nitride atom of imidazole is entirely preserved. Calculation by PLATON software reveals that the free volumes are up to 72.3% and 66.7% in Fe−MOF and Im−Fe−MOF, respectively.\(^{15}\) Topological analysis using TOPOS software identified that the framework has a new 3,6-c 2-nodal net topology with the Schlafli symbol \(\{4.6^2\}_2\{4^2.6.8\}\) (Figure 1d),\(^{16}\) which is unknown in Reticular Chemistry Structure Resource (RSCR) database.

The phase purities of the as-synthesized Fe−MOF and Im−Fe−MOF were confirmed by matching powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) patterns with their simulated patterns from single crystal X-ray diffraction (Figures S5 and S6). To investigate pH stability of these two compounds, the samples were immersed in different pH aqueous solutions for 24 h, and the identical PXRD patterns before and after immersed demonstrated that these two compounds could preserve their structural integrity covering the pH range from 1−12. The excellent water stability of Im−Fe−MOF was further confirmed by overlapping the PXRD profile of the sample immersed in water for three months with the simulated PXRD pattern (Figure S7). Variable temperature PXRD patterns of Fe−MOF and Im−Fe−MOF demonstrated that these two compounds could preserve their structural integrity up to 350 °C (Figures S8 and S9). For Im@Fe−MOF, obtained by immersing Fe−MOF into a concentrated imidazole solution in methanol solution, the PXRD pattern was identical with its that of parent Fe−MOF, meaning the framework has no change before and after imidazole loading (Figure S10). The results of X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) for these three compounds demonstrated that imidazole molecules in Im@Fe−MOF did not coordinate to metal nodes after imidazole loading (Figures S11−S13).\(^{17}\)

Thermogravimetric analyses under O\(_2\) atmosphere also revealed that these three materials have thermal stability up to \(\sim 350\) °C (Figure S14). From the results of TGA and elemental analysis, the weight percentage of imidazole loading in Im@Fe−MOF was estimated to be \(\sim 20\) wt %, which corresponded to \(\sim 63\) imidazole molecules per crystal cell of the framework, and slightly higher than \(54\) imidazole molecules in the unit cell of Im−Fe−MOF observed from structural data. The porosity of three compounds was investigated by N\(_2\) absorption and desorption experiments at 77 K. All of the absorption isotherms exhibit type I isotherm according to the IUPAC classification (Figure S15). The saturated uptakes for Fe−MOF, Im@Fe−MOF, and Im−Fe−MOF are 964.80, 638.77, and 711.19 cm\(^3\) g\(^−1\), respectively. Evaluations of density functional theory (DFT) simulation from the N\(_2\) absorption curves indicate that the pore sizes are 0.92, 0.83, and 0.88 nm for Fe−MOF, Im@Fe−MOF, and Im−Fe−MOF, respectively. All the results of N\(_2\) absorption experiments are in agreement with structural information.

Proton conductivity of Fe−MOF, Im@Fe−MOF, and Im−Fe−MOF was determined by alternating current (AC) impedance spectroscopy. The conductivity of each sample was measured at 25 °C with varying humidities to elucidate the correlation between conductivity and relative humidity (Figures

---

**Figure 2.** (a) Impedance spectrum of Im−Fe−MOF at 25 °C with different RHs. (b) Impedance spectrum of Im−Fe−MOF under 98% RH with different temperatures. (c) Arrhenius plots of proton conductivity for Fe−MOF, Im@Fe−MOF, and Im−Fe−MOF under 98% RH conditions. (d) Comparison of impedance spectra for Fe−MOF (black), Im@Fe−MOF (blue), and Im−Fe−MOF (red) under 60 °C with 98% RH.
At 40% RH, the conductivity of Fe−MOF was found to be a negligible value of $1.28 \times 10^{-8}$ S cm$^{-1}$. With RH increasing, proton conductivity of Fe−MOF further increased to $2.56 \times 10^{-5}$ S cm$^{-1}$ at 98% RH. At the same condition of 98% RH, the value of proton conductivity for Im@Fe−MOF is $8.41 \times 10^{-5}$ S cm$^{-1}$, while the conductivity of Im−Fe−MOF is high up to $2.06 \times 10^{-5}$ S cm$^{-1}$, which is about two orders of magnitude greater than that of the formers. The variation of proton conductivity with the increase of RH indicates that the process of proton conduction in these compounds is dominated by water-mediated proton conduction that is typically improved by orders of magnitude upon increasing RH, even in a narrow range of high RHs.$^{14d,18}$

To further understand the role of humidity in proton conduction in these compounds, water vapor absorption and desorption isotherms for these compounds were measured at 25 °C (Figure S18). The absorption isotherm of Fe−MOF reaches a maximum water vapor uptake of 616.21 cm$^3$ g$^{-1}$, which is much higher than that in Im@Fe−MOF (390.14 cm$^3$ g$^{-1}$) and Im−Fe−MOF (342.56 cm$^3$ g$^{-1}$). The lower water vapor absorptions in Im@Fe−MOF and Im−Fe−MOF result from the occupation of free imidazole molecules in the pores of the framework and the coordinated imidazole molecules in the metal nodes, respectively. It can be speculated that the large water vapor absorption in Fe−MOF is more favorable for the formation of hydrogen-bonded water networks in the structure. All of the water vapor absorption isotherms for these three compounds exhibit obvious two-step pore-filling uptake of water vapor, with the first pore-filling step starting around 40% low humidity and the second beginning around 80% high RH. This two-step process of water absorption observed in these compounds may arise from the filling of the 13.2 Å pores followed by that of the 22.1 Å pores in their frameworks.$^{19}$ All samples exhibited hysteresis loop between the adsorption and desorption branches. The second water uptake step at high RH in Fe−MOF and Im−Fe−MOF should be responsible for their rapid increases of proton conductivity up 90% RH.$^{14c,20}$

The structural integrities were identified by the PXRD patterns before and after water vapor absorption measurements (Figure S19).

The temperature dependence of the proton conductivity for these samples was measured in the temperature range of 25−60 °C (Figures 2b and S20−S23). Upon the increasing temperature, the optimized proton conductivities for Fe−MOF, Im@Fe−MOF, and Im−Fe−MOF were determined to be $1.25 \times 10^{-4}$, $4.23 \times 10^{-3}$, and $1.21 \times 10^{-2}$ S cm$^{-1}$, respectively, under 60 °C and 98% RH. The remarkable proton conductivity ($1.21 \times 10^{-2}$ S cm$^{-1}$) of Im−Fe−MOF is comparable to that of Nafion as well as several of the highest performing MOFs materials under similar conditions (see Table S1). Moreover, the structural integrities of these compounds were confirmed by the PXRD patterns before and after impedance analyses (Figure S24). The activation energies of these compounds were determined from least-squares fits of the slopes to gain insights into the proton-conduction mechanism (Figures 2c and S25−S26). Under 98% RH, the yield activation energy values ($E_a$) for Fe−MOF, Im@Fe−MOF, and Im−Fe−MOF are 0.385, 0.573, and 0.436 eV, respectively. According to Grotthuss mechanism and Vehicle mechanism used to explain proton conduction,$^{12,15}$ typical reported activation energies are 0.1−0.4 eV for the Grotthuss mechanism and 0.5−0.9 eV for the Vehicle mechanism,$^{12,15}$ which suggest that different proton conductive mechanisms may exist in these three compounds. The results of structural analysis, activation energy, and water vapor absorption of these three compounds were utilized to further get an insight into the proton pathways and mechanisms in them. For Fe−MOF, it can be concluded that the absorbed water molecules themselves or together with coordinated water molecules could easily construct rich hydrogen-bonded networks in the channels of the framework for proton hopping, resulting in a lower $E_a$ and Grotthuss mechanism in proton conduction. However, the pore space in Im@Fe−MOF was mainly occupied by disordered imidazole molecules and accompanied by much lower water vapor absorption than Fe−MOF, which may block the formation of successive hydrogen bonding networks serving as proton conduction pathways. Thus, the proton conduction in Im@Fe−MOF is probably dominated by dynamic motion or rotation of guests in the channels, resulting in a high activation energy and Vehicular mechanism. The higher proton conductivity of Im@Fe-MOF compared to Fe-MOF should be attributed to imidazole molecules in the pores of the framework.

In comparison with Fe−MOF, Im−Fe−MOF also has narrower channels and lower water absorption capability for the occupation of regularly arranged imidazole molecules by coordination, different from the case in Im@Fe−MOF. To further gain an insight into the mechanism of proton conduction in Im−Fe−MOF, DFT calculations were applied by simplifying model of Fe−MOF and Im−Fe−MOF extracted from their crystal structures (Figure 3a and Computational Details in the Supporting Information). DFT calculations indicate that imidazole molecule could effectively replace the coordinated water in the metal nodes of Fe−MOF to generate Im−Fe−MOF. The replacement reaction was evaluated to be exothermic by $-23.0$ kcal mol$^{-1}$ in aqueous solution. Furthermore, compared to water, the coordinated imidazole could be easier to contribute proton for the weak N−H bond. The binding energies of H(−OH) and H(−N$_3$C$_2$H$_4$) with the rest of Fe−MOF and Im−Fe−MOF are $-112.1$ and $-96.8$ kcal mol$^{-1}$, respectively. In a word, the calculated results suggest that the coordinated imidazole not only enhances the stability of trinuclear Fe cluster, but also improves the concentration of proton. In the structure of Im−Fe−MOF, the distances between neighboring imidazole molecules along the channel of c axis direction are about 7.735 and 14.496 Å. This means that successive hydrogen-bonding networks could not be built solely by coordinated imidazole molecules in Im−Fe−MOF. The proton-hopping pathways could be formed by combining imidazole and absorbed water molecules, resulting in Grotthuss mechanism (Figure 3b). Meantime, the absorbed water molecules also have the possibility to accept protons from imidazole and transport protons through self-diffusion, resulting in partly Vehicular mechanism for the conduction. Thus, it is expected that a mixed mechanism, Grotthuss mechanism and partially Vehicular mechanism, likely occurs in Im−Fe−MOF.$^{25}$

Since the electrochemical reaction in hydrogen and methanol fuel cells would generate water at the cathode,$^{24}$ stable performance of the proton exchange materials under moisture and water atmosphere is highly expected. To evaluate the proton-conductive stability of these compounds suffering from water immersion, we washed each sample with water for three times and then measured the variation of impedance each time. The proton conductivity for Fe−MOF, Im@Fe−MOF, and Im−Fe−MOF corresponded to washing times were shown in
As we can see, the proton conductivity of Fe\(^{-}\)MOF and Im\(^{-}\)Fe\(^{-}\)MOF has no apparent change after three times of wash. However, the conductivity of Im@Fe\(^{-}\)MOF decreased largely to the comparable value with that of Fe\(^{-}\)MOF even after washing with water for only once. These results demonstrate that the immobilized imidazole molecules in the framework not only facilitate the water-mediated proton conduction, but also sustain the stable performance of proton conduction in Im\(^{-}\)Fe\(^{-}\)MOF for avoiding the permeation of proton carriers under water atmosphere.

**CONCLUSIONS**

In conclusion, we successfully established a Fe\(^{-}\)MOF-based model system to investigate the influence of imidazole on proton conduction. The ultra-stable and porous Fe\(^{-}\)MOF with trinuclear metal nodes provides an ideal platform for the construction of the model system. Two other materials in the model system, Im@Fe\(^{-}\)MOF and Im–Fe–MOF, were formed by loading imidazole into the pores of the framework and by coordinating imidazole with the metal nodes, respectively. The proton conductivity of Im–Fe–MOF is approximately two orders of magnitude greater than those of Im@Fe–MOF and Fe–MOF under the same conditions. Different proton-conducting mechanisms occurred in them and the corresponding proton-conductive pathways were discussed according to DFT calculations and experimental results. Furthermore, Im–Fe–MOF has very stable performance under water atmosphere contributed from the immobilized imidazole by coordination bonds, while the conductivity of Im@Fe–MOF would decrease to a comparable value with that in Fe–MOF after being washed once with water due to the leaching of imidazole. These detailed investigations by utilizing the ideal crystalline model system demonstrate that the immobilized and regularly arranged imidazole in the framework by coordination bonds could be more helpful for the formation of proton-conductive pathways under humidity condition comparing to the imidazole molecules with disordered distribution in pore spaces. This investigation results are meaningful for understanding the proton conduction affected by imidazole and instructive for further design of new proton-conducting materials.
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Figure 3. (a) Reaction energy of ligand exchange (\(\Delta E\), in kcal mol\(^{-1}\)) calculated at the CPCM(water)/UB3LYP/[6-311++G(d,p)/SDD-(Fe)]//UB3LYP/[6-31G(d)/LANL2DZ(Fe)] level. (b) Schematic view of possible proton-conductive pathways in Im–Fe–MOF. Water molecules are shown in red. Blue arrows show the protons hop along hydrogen-bonding networks formed by coordinated imidazole and absorbed water. Red arrows represent transport of protons through self-diffusion of protonated water.

Figure 4. As we can see, the proton conductivity of Fe–MOF and Im–Fe–MOF has no apparent change after three times of wash. However, the conductivity of Im@Fe–MOF decreased largely to the comparable value with that of Fe–MOF even after washing with water for only once. These results demonstrate that the immobilized imidazole molecules in the framework not only facilitate the water-mediated proton conduction, but also sustain the stable performance of proton conduction in Im–Fe–MOF for avoiding the permeation of proton carriers under water atmosphere.

**CONCLUSIONS**

In conclusion, we successfully established a Fe–MOF-based model system to investigate the influence of imidazole on proton conduction. The ultra-stable and porous Fe–MOF with trinuclear metal nodes provides an ideal platform for the construction of the model system. Two other materials in the model system, Im@Fe–MOF and Im–Fe–MOF, were formed by loading imidazole into the pores of the framework and by coordinating imidazole with the metal nodes, respectively. The proton conductivity of Im–Fe–MOF is approximately two orders of magnitude greater than those of Im@Fe–MOF and Fe–MOF under the same conditions. Different proton-conducting mechanisms occurred in them and the corresponding proton-conductive pathways were discussed according to DFT calculations and experimental results. Furthermore, Im–Fe–MOF has very stable performance under water atmosphere contributed from the immobilized imidazole by coordination bonds, while the conductivity of Im@Fe–MOF would decrease to a comparable value with that in Fe–MOF after being washed once with water due to the leaching of imidazole. These detailed investigations by utilizing the ideal crystalline model system demonstrate that the immobilized and regularly arranged imidazole in the framework by coordination bonds could be more helpful for the formation of proton-conductive pathways under humidity condition comparing to the imidazole molecules with disordered distribution in pore spaces. This investigation results are meaningful for understanding the proton conduction affected by imidazole and instructive for further design of new proton-conducting materials.
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